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Abstract: Precise navigation in agricultural applications necessitates accurate guidance from the
seedling belt, which the Global Positioning System (GPS) alone cannot provide. The overlapping
leaves of Chinese cabbage (Brassica pekinensis Rupr.) present significant challenges for seedling belt
fitting due to difficulties in plant identification. This study aims to address these challenges by
improving the You Only Look Once (YOLO) v7 model with a novel approach that decouples its
network head deriving from the Faster-Regions with Convolutional Neural Network (Faster R-CNN)
architecture. Additionally, this study introduced a BiFormer attention mechanism to accurately
identify the centers of overlapping Chinese cabbages. Using these identified centers and pixel
distance verification, this study achieved precise fitting of the Chinese cabbage seedling belt (CCSB).
Our experimental results demonstrated a significant improvement in performance metrics, with
our improved model achieving a 2.5% increase in mean average precision compared to the original
YOLO v7. Furthermore, our approach attained a 94.2% accuracy in CCSB fitting and a 91.3% Chinese
cabbage identification rate. Compared to traditional methods such as the Hough transform and
linear regression, our method showed an 18.6% increase in the CCSB identification rate and a
17.6% improvement in angle accuracy. The novelty of this study lies in the innovative combination
of the YOLO v7 model with a decoupled head and the BiFormer attention mechanism, which
together advance the identification and fitting of overlapping leafy vegetables. This advancement
supports intelligent weeding, reduces the reliance on chemical herbicides, and promotes safer, more
sustainable agricultural practices. Our research not only improves the accuracy of overlapping
vegetable identification, but also provides a robust framework for enhancing precision agriculture.

Keywords: YOLO v7; decoupled head; BiFormer attention mechanism; Chinese cabbages seedling
belt; fitting algorithm

1. Introduction

Using machine vision to locate and identify seedling belts is integral to improved agri-
cultural machinery navigation. Whereas real-time kinematic Global Positioning System (GPS)
commonly reports 2 cm accuracy, sub-centimeter accuracy is necessary to control and operate
agricultural machinery [1]. The belt-fitting line is an improved method for the automatic
navigation of agricultural machinery [2]. The acquisition of belt-fitting lines can be delin-
eated into two categories according to the navigation method: satellite signals and visual
identification [3,4]. Satellite methods are common with many agricultural original equipment
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manufacturers (OEMs) having an integrated product available. A visual identification system
detects the positions of field crops or seedlings, relaying this information to the autonomous
navigation system [5]. This facilitates real-time and precise navigation adjustments during
agricultural machinery operations, such as spraying or harvesting [6]. V7Seedling belt fitting
is a technique that is dependent on the actual conditions in the field rather than relying on
positioning from satellites. This technique has shown accuracy can reach the centimeter
level or even higher [7]. Due to the small spacing between many horticultural row crops, an
identification error of a few centimeters can lead to misjudgment of the resultant agricultural
operations [8]. Misidentification of weeds can lead to increased use of herbicides or laser
energy, which can increase the risk of environmental pollution and harm the protection of soil,
water, and biodiversity, as well as sustainable agricultural development.

Researchers have successfully identified seedling belts for economically important
crops like corn and wheat [9–11], such as crop belt detection using a vision system [11].
Other studies have been able to identify corn-stabilizing root features based on vertical
projections [12]. Zhai et al. [13] used multi-crop-belt detection algorithms with binocular
vision and reported accurate recognition results. However, the overlap between the leaves
of mature Chinese cabbage (Brassica pekinensis Rupr.) planted at 30 cm spacing makes
seeding belt identification difficult. Further, juvenile weeds are small compared to Chinese
cabbages and often superimpose on each other [14]. This results in displays of dispersed
leaves and clustering during various growth stages. This phenomenon seriously affects the
application of seedling belt identification technology in Chinese cabbage fields. As a result,
there are relatively few studies of Chinese cabbage seedling belt (CCSB) identification.
Nevertheless, Chinese cabbage is consumed globally [15]. Therefore, further study of CCSB
identification technology is necessary to improve production efficiency.

Accurately identifying weeds from Chinese cabbages is a challenge in seedling belt
identification. Commonly used machine learning identification algorithms include the You
Only Look Once (YOLO) series [16–21] and Faster-Regions with Convolutional Neural
Network (Faster R-CNN) [22]. The YOLO series employs end-to-end neural networks
for real-time prediction using bounding boxes and class probabilities [16–21]. YOLO
v7 also employs coupled heads (the feature map output by the convolutional layer is
directly fed into several fully connected layers or convolutional layers to generate the
output of the target position and class), restricting its versatility and functionality for
the CCSB [23]. The coupled head systems require feeding feature maps directly into
multiple fully connected or convolutional spatial data layers. These layers are responsible
for outputting target position and category information. This process not only demands
a significant number of parameters and computational resources, but also is prone to
overfitting [24]. Therefore, decoupled heads have been introduced to address these issues.
Decoupled heads extract target position and category information separately. Machine
learning approaches process through distinct network branches before merging [25]. The
advantages include efficiently reducing parameters and computational complexity while
improving the model’s generalization and robustness [26]. Meanwhile, Faster R-CNN
integrates the strengths of the Fast R-CNN and Region Proposal Network (RPN) in a
unified network structure, training distinct models for the two tasks (target position and
category) [27]. The focus of our research is exploring the use of Faster R-CNN for decoupled
design to address the issue of leaf occlusion in Chinese cabbage crops.

In the realm of artificial intelligence and machine learning, attention refers to the
ability of a model to selectively focus on certain parts of the input [28]. The attention
mechanism poses another challenge in CCSB identification. The transformer is crucial
for image identification [29]. It relies on attention, and therefore can significantly affect
the model accuracy rate [30]. The YOLO series uses both channel attention and spatial
attention [16]. Channel attention computes weights for the entire feature map, but limits
long-range dependencies. In the field of computer vision, spatial attention involves the
process of selectively attending to specific spatial regions within an image. Spatial attention
is computationally complex. To reduce the computational complexity of spatial attention,
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researchers developed the BiFormer attention mechanism [31]. BiFormer uses adaptive
queries for content-aware sparse patterns, reducing computation and memory complex-
ity [31], unlike vision transformers with the deformable attention mechanism [32] and the
deformable patch-based transformer attention mechanism [33]. BiFormer achieved efficient
and accurate image identification through overlapping patch embedding, patch merging,
and increased channels [34]. Therefore, introducing the BiFormer attention mechanism into
our CCSB identification algorithm can optimize the network and improve efficiency when
solving the problem of leaf overlap between Chinese cabbage and weeds.

The fitting algorithm is crucial for modeling the spatial distribution of Chinese cab-
bage paths based on identification results, providing a vital foundation for agricultural
machinery navigation route planning. The Hough transform [35], linear regression [36],
Blob analysis [37], and stereo vision [38] are primary fitting algorithms. The Hough trans-
form is a technique used in image analysis and computer vision, whose primary use is to
detect geometric shapes in images [35]. Linear regression fits data points onto a straight
line, minimizing the error between the fitted line and the data point [36]. Blob analysis
represents crop distribution by center points of connected regions with identical pixels in
binary images [39]. Stereo vision leverages the height difference between crops and weeds
above the ground to distinguish and identify crop belts [38]. The growth characteristics
of Chinese cabbages, such as their shorter and scattered nature, make it challenging to
accurately detect changes using the Hough transform and linear regression. Meanwhile,
the overlapping leaves during the rosette stage also lead to errors with Blob analysis.
Furthermore, the minimal height difference between Chinese cabbages and weeds affects
stereo vision fitting. Therefore, it is essential to design a fitting algorithm tailored to the
unique growth characteristics of Chinese cabbages.

This study compared the performance of Faster R-CNN, YOLO v3, and YOLO v7.
The features of each method are summarized in Table 1, illustrating the comparative
performance and specific improvements introduced in our proposed method. To further
enhance YOLO v7, this study made two key modifications: first, this study decoupled
the originally coupled heads in YOLO v7; second, this study introduced the BiFormer
attention mechanism to optimize the network, enabling content-aware sparse patterns.
These enhancements allowed for the precise identification of Chinese cabbage and weeds.
Additionally, this study developed a fitting algorithm specifically designed to match the
growth characteristics of Chinese cabbage for seedling belt identification. This algorithm
not only automatically fits the distribution path of Chinese cabbage based on the recognition
algorithm, but also achieves a smaller fitting error than other existing algorithms.

Table 1. Comparison of each model.

Models Novel Features Reference

Faster R-CNN
Introduces the Region Proposal Network

(RPN) for faster and more accurate two-stage
object detection using an anchor mechanism.

Ren, He, Girshick
and Sun [22]

YOLO v3
Employs multi-scale predictions and the

Darknet-53 feature extraction network for
efficient and accurate single-step detection.

Redmon and Farhadi
[18]

YOLO v7
Optimizes network architecture and training
strategies with a new loss function for faster

and more accurate object detection.

Wang, Bochkovskiy
and Liao [21]

Improved YOLO v7

Separates classification and regression tasks
while using adaptive BiFormer attention to

enhance detection accuracy and
feature representation.

This paper
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2. Material and Methods
2.1. Dataset Preparation

The photographs of Chinese cabbages were captured at the Zhanlin Green Agricultural
Picking Garden in Changchun City, Jilin Province, China (125◦12′033′′ E, 43◦59′027′′ N) from
5 September to 10 September 2023. The Chinese cabbages were initially sown in seedbeds
and later transplanted when they reached the 4–6 leaf stage. During transplantation, Chinese
cabbages were spaced 40–45 cm apart from each other and 60–70 cm apart between rows.
At the time of capturing the image, Chinese cabbages were 7–10 days post-transplanting
and in the seedling stage. The seedling period is defined before 7–8 leaves according to
Shanmuganathan and Benjamin [40]. Figure 1 depicts the equipment used to capture images,
wherein a CMOS RGB industrial camera (SY011HD-V1, Sichuan Weixin Vision Technology
Co., Ltd., Chengdu, China) with a resolution of 1920 × 1080 was vertically affixed to an
automatically movable trolley at a height of 65 cm above the ground. The imaging area
covered 65 × 110 cm, excluding the tires and body of the trolley. To ensure sample randomness,
datasets were collected both in the morning and afternoon on sunny and cloudy days. As
the image acquisition equipment automatically moved at a constant speed of 0.4 m/s and
took a photo every 2 s, a total of 5466 images were captured. For image labeling, the software
Labelme (version 5.2.1, relying on Anaconda3 software for implementation) was utilized, and
the acquired images were manually labeled to create jston files identifying Chinese cabbages
and weeds. Among the total images collected, 4000 Chinese cabbage images were employed
to train models, while 1466 images were used to validate the models.
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Figure 1. Field image acquisition equipment: (1) vehicle frame, (2) control box (left), (3) brushless
motor (left), (4) wheels, (5) RGB industrial camera, (6) brushless motor (right), (7) control box (right).
The field image acquisition equipment, operating at a constant speed of 0.4 m/s and capturing an
image every 2 s, resulted in a total of 5466 images collected, serving as valuable visual data for
analyzing and monitoring models in the Chinese cabbage field.

2.2. Integration of Decoupled Head and BiFormer Attention Mechanism to YOLO v7
2.2.1. Overview of Decoupled Head

The decoupling head is a method of the target detection model [41]. It can improve
the ability of the model to detect small targets by decoupling different size target detection
tasks. The decoupling head focuses on targets of different sizes, especially small ones, to
improve detection accuracy [42]. It breaks the object detection task into multiple decoupled
heads, each of which is responsible for processing targets of a specific size, thus enabling the
model to detect and identify targets of different sizes more accurately [43]. The overlapping
weeds and their small sizes make it challenging to distinguish them from normal Chinese
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cabbage, and Region-CNN (R-CNN) and Single Shot MultiBox Detector algorithms may
have difficulty detecting them accurately. However, the decoupling head can focus on
processing small targets [44], so it can improve the detection precision rate and recall
rate of Chinese cabbage and weeds. Therefore, decoupling heads are very important for
weed detection in Chinese cabbage fields. In this way, the model can better identify and
distinguish between normal Chinese cabbage and weeds, thereby improving the planting
quality and yield of Chinese cabbage. Figure 2 shows the decoupled head network of the
improved YOLO v7 structure diagram and the improved YOLO v7 working mechanism.
Specifically, the decoupling head separates the classification and regression branches into
two independent parallel subnetworks, where the classification subnetwork predicts the
category label of the target (as shown in the black rectangle of Figure 2). The regression
subnetwork predicts the boundary box coordinates and the object confidence score of the
target (as shown in the red rectangle of Figure 2).
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Figure 2. The decoupled head network of improved YOLO v7 structure diagram. The decoupled
head network structure separates the original detection head into two distinct branches: one for
class label prediction (as shown in the black rectangle) and the other for bounding box coordinate
prediction (as shown in the red rectangle), enabling independent predictions and enhancing the
model’s capability to handle variations in Chinese cabbages and weeds.

2.2.2. Overview of BiFormer Attention Mechanism

Figure 3 depicts the BiFormer attention mechanism network of the improved YOLO
v7 structure diagram. BiFormer, a visual transformer for bi-level routing attention, is
used to capture remote dependencies in input sequences [31]. Based on a sparse attention
mechanism using dynamic query awareness, BiFormer combines the advantages of the
transformer and pyramid network (as shown in the right picture of Figure 3). It is widely
used in object detection because of the different positions of objects in images and the
complex relationship with external factors. In addition, the BiFormer attention mecha-
nism enhances feature extraction by allocating more attention to areas containing small
objects [45]. At the same time, it addresses this problem using sparse attention methods to
dynamically focus on important features at multiple levels [46].
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The BiFormer attention mechanism showcases the integration of bi-level routing attention (as shown
in the right picture), enabling YOLO v7 to effectively capture both local and global dependencies in
the input feature map.

2.2.3. Integrate Algorithm

The original YOLO v7 integrates the feature extraction and pixel prediction processes
in the same network and realizes classification and positioning at the same time through
fusion and sharing. However, the focus on classification and positioning is different [47].
Classification pays more attention to the texture content of the target, whereas positioning
is more focused on edge information. The decoupled head decouples the two processes and
deals with them separately. As shown in Figure 2, this study modified the head network
layer of the original YOLO v7 for decoupling, extracted the target location and category
information, which were learned separately through different network branches and finally
fused. The class label branch predicts the probabilities of different Chinese cabbage and
weed classes present in the image, while the bounding box coordinate branch predicts the
coordinates (x, y, width, height) of the bounding boxes representing the locations of Chinese
cabbages and weeds [41]. The implementation of algorithms to decouple the original YOLO
v7 and incorporate the BiFormer attention mechanism involves several steps. First, the
image is input into the YOLO network for feature extraction. The decoupling head then
processes the features separately for classification and localization: the classification branch
predicts the target class probabilities, while the localization branch predicts the bounding
box coordinates. The outputs are subsequently fused.

The BiFormer attention mechanism employs coarse-grained region partitioning and
fine-grained token-to-token attention to filter out irrelevant pairs and apply detailed at-
tention to the retained regions. This enhances the network’s focus on significant features,
resulting in more accurate output images. The main BiFormer attention mechanism elimi-
nates the most irrelevant key–value pairs at a coarse region level, resulting in only a small
portion of routed regions remaining. Then, fine-grained token-to-token attention is applied
in the union of these routed regions [31]. As shown in Figure 4, the key steps mainly
include the following contents:

Initially, queries (Q), keys (K), and values (V) are taken as inputs, and an attention
function transforms each query into a weighted sum of values, where the weights are
computed as normalized dot products between the query and corresponding keys. Q, K,
and V are derived as linear projections of the same input.

Next, region partition and input projection are performed. Given a 2D input feature
map, it is divided into S × S non-overlapped regions, each containing feature vectors.
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Subsequently, region-to-region routing with a directed graph is carried out. The
attending relationship, i.e., the regions that should be attended for each given region, is
determined by constructing a directed graph.

Token-to-token attention is then applied. Using the region-to-region routing index
matrix Ir, fine-grained token-to-token attention can be implemented. For each query token
in a region I, it attends to all key–value pairs residing in the union of k-routed regions
indexed with Ir (i, 1), Ir (i, 2), . . ., Ir (i, k).

Finally, the output images are generated.
H, W, and C are input images of height, width, and channel; Q, K, and V refer to

queries, keys, and values, respectively.
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2.3. Chinese Cabbages Seedling Belt-Fitting Algorithm (CCSBFA)

Chinese cabbages usually grow shorter. The leaves are numerous, wide, and concen-
trated near the ground, and the whole cabbage is relatively scattered [48]. Therefore, the
Hough transform and linear regression may not accurately detect these changes because
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of the intricate spatial arrangement of Chinese cabbage leaves. At the same time, during
the rosette stage, overlapping Chinese cabbage leaves lead to a single center point repre-
senting multiple Chinese cabbages, resulting in significant errors when using Blob analysis.
Additionally, the minimal height difference between Chinese cabbages and weeds results
in significant errors when using stereo vision for fitting. Therefore, this study proposed a
new improved algorithm. This algorithm aims to overcome the limitations in the fitting of
the CCSB and improve the accuracy of the CCSB fitting algorithm (CCSBFA), which can
only automatically fit the distribution path of Chinese cabbages based on the recognition
algorithm. The framework diagram for this CCSBFA is depicted in Figure 5.
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respective belt-fitting center points of Chinese cabbages.

The process begins by calculating the expected number of Chinese cabbages and the
total number of seedling belts in the image using the recognition algorithm. Then, a center
point queue is constructed, which traverses through the center points of each Chinese
cabbage in the image (Figure 5).

The fitting conditions used to determine the same CCSB were established based on the
average Chinese cabbage spacing of 65 cm and half of the row spacing of 20 cm measured
in the field. These measurements allowed for a proportional relationship between the
camera image and the actual terrain to be established. Specifically, as shown in Figure 6, a
row spacing of 65 cm between Chinese cabbages corresponds to 200 pixels on the camera,
while a half-row spacing of 20 cm corresponds to 60 pixels on the camera. In Figure 6,
the x direction is defined as the forward direction of the trolley, while the y direction
is perpendicular to the movable trolley’s forward direction. The algorithm utilized this
coordinate system to determine if two Chinese cabbages belong to the same seedling belt.
In the y direction, the algorithm checks if the distance between the center point of a plant
in the queue and the center point of the next Chinese cabbage is less than 60 pixels. If this
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condition is satisfied, the algorithm further checks if the distance between the two center
points in the x direction is less than 200 pixels. Both of these fitting conditions must be met
simultaneously to determine that the Chinese cabbages belong to the same seedling belt. If
the conditions are not satisfied, the queue is discarded, and the algorithm starts creating a
new CCSB by traversing all the points again.
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Figure 6. Schematic diagram of angle error of the Chinese cabbage seedling belt (CCSB). The black
line L1 (x = a1y + b1) represents the centerline of the artificially marked seedling belt and the red line
L2 (x = a2y + b2) corresponds to the centerline of the detection algorithm proposed in this paper.

The implementation of this improved CCSBFA enables the precise fitting of the CCSB.
To quantitatively assess the algorithm’s efficacy in detecting the CCSB, this study adopted
the method proposed by Jiang et al. [49]. As illustrated in Figure 6, the angle between the
CCSB detected by the algorithm and the manually marked reference line was employed as
the deviation angle accuracy to evaluate the algorithm’s accuracy in the CCSB detection.
Specifically, the images were labeled manually. The CCSB extracted by the algorithm was
then compared using the manually labeled centerline as a baseline. Finally, different fitting
algorithms were evaluated using the identification rate and deviation angle as indicators. In
this paper, 300 random images were used to evaluate the accuracy of the fitting algorithms.

The angle between the two lines is denoted as θ. A smaller θ indicates a higher fitting
accuracy of the system. θ is illustrated in Equation (1):

θ = arctan (
|a1−a2|

1+a1 × a2
) (1)

where a1 and a2 represent the slope of the lines.
The average error angle is calculated by averaging all the error angles. The calculation

formula is shown in Equation (2):

θ =
∑Nt

w=1 θw

Nt
(2)

where θ is the average error angle (◦), Nt is the total number of image samples, and θw is
the linear error angle of the wth image sample (◦).

The correct fitting ratio ( R) is calculated as follows in Equation (3):

R =
n
Nt

(3)
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where R is the correct proportion of the detection CCSB, and n is the number of images for
detecting the CCSB. For example, if the detection is 100 images, which is within 5◦ of the
target angles of 60 images, then R is equal to 60%.

2.4. Model Training Environment and Performance Evaluation

The computing hardware environments were as follows: Intel i7-14700K core processor,
3.20 GHz main frequency, 16 GB RAM, and NVIDIA GeForce RTX 4080 graphics processor
with 16 GB graphics memory. The operating system was Windows 10, with Cuda 10.2,
torch 1.12.0, torchvision 0.13.0, cuDNN 7.6.5, and Python 3.10.4. The model was trained for
300 epochs, with a starting learning rate of 1 × 10−5 and a learning rate momentum of 0.6.
A batch size of 4 was used, and the input image size was set to 640 × 640, with 50 iterations.
The ‘Adam’ optimizer was utilized to optimize the network, ensuring continuous learning
rate adjustments and preventing overfitting during training models.

This paper applied various metrics to evaluate model performance. Precision rate,
recall rate, F1score, and mean average precision (mAP) were used to evaluate model
performance. Specifically, the F1-Curve was utilized to measure the performance of the
binary model by adjusting the threshold to achieve a balance between the precision rate and
recall rate for an optimal F1score. The mAP@0.5 (at a threshold of 0.5, averaging AP for all
categories across all images) and Frames Per Second (the number of frames transmitted per
second, FPS) evaluate the performance of the model. Furthermore, this paper used radar
maps to comprehensively evaluate various models. Meanwhile, a larger area enclosed
by the metrics indicates better overall performance of the models. The formulas for these
metrics are as follows:

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(4)

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(5)

where TP is true positive, FP is false positive, TN is true negative, and FN is false negative.

F1score = 2 × Precision × Recall
Precision + Recall

(6)

AP = ∑ (Recall (i+1) − Recall(i)
)
× Precision(i+1) (7)

where AP is short for average precision.

mAP =
∑ APc

N
(8)

where N is the total number of classes, and APc is the AP of class C.
To compare the accuracy and effectiveness of different target detection models, and

find a suitable detection model for the identification of Chinese cabbages and weeds, com-
parative and ablation experiments were carried out in this paper. Comparative experiments
evaluate the performance of different algorithms by comparing them on the same dataset.
Specifically, three models were used to conduct the comparative experiments, and the same
Chinese cabbages and weeds datasets were trained and verified simultaneously. Precision
rate, recall rate, F1score, mAP@0.5, FPS, and radar map area were used to evaluate the
advantages and disadvantages of different models. Three object detection algorithms,
Faster R-CNN, YOLO v3, and YOLO v7, were selected. The advantage of Faster R-CNN is
that it integrates feature extraction, proposal, bounding box regression, and classification
into one network, which significantly improves the comprehensive performance, especially
the precision rate. YOLO v3 and YOLO v7 are both real-time object detection algorithms.
YOLO v3 detects targets on multiple feature layers of different scales to improve detection
accuracy. YOLO v3 used Darknet-53 to obtain better target classification capabilities and
used convolution nuclei of different sizes to extract features of different scales to obtain
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better robustness [18]. YOLO v7 introduced multi-scale feature fusion to further improve
the accuracy of the model. In addition, YOLO v7 improved the ability to capture target
information at different scales and semantics by fusing and weighting features at different
levels [21]. At the same time, in the corn and wheat field of weeds identification, YOLO
v3, YOLO v7, and Faster R-CNN have achieved important results and have been widely
used [50,51]. Therefore, this study has chosen these three models for in-depth comparison
to explore their performance, recognition accuracy, and practical application effects in the
Chinese cabbage field.

Furthermore, to improve the detection precision rate of YOLO v7, the original de-
tection head was decoupled and the BiFormer attention mechanism was introduced in
the backbone. At the same time, to evaluate the effects of the two methods on the im-
provement of YOLO v7, ablation experiments were conducted with precision rate, recall
rate, mAP@0.5, FPS, and radar area as performance evaluation indexes. The ablation test
consisted of four groups: (1) YOLO V7-a, the original YOLO v7; (2) YOLO V7-b: YOLO v7
with decoupled head; (3) YOLO v7-c: YOLO v7 adds BiFormer attention mechanism on
the backbone C3 module; (4) YOLO v7-d: YOLO v7 with decoupled head and BiFormer
attention mechanism.

3. Results and Discussion
3.1. Comparison Experiment

In the comparative experiment assessing object detection models, YOLO v7 demon-
strated superior overall performance compared to YOLO v3 and Faster R-CNN. As shown
in Figure 7, YOLO v7’s area was the largest at 14.525 × 10−7, followed by YOLO v3 at
9.468 × 10−7, and Faster R-CNN at 8.942 × 10−7. A larger radar map area indicates better
overall performance, affirming YOLO v7’s leading position. Despite its smaller radar map
area, Faster R-CNN excelled in precision rate, surpassing YOLO v3 by 1.1% and YOLO v7
by 2.11%. This advantage is attributed to the inclusion of the Region Proposal Network
(RPN) [52], which generates candidate frames with diverse sizes and aspect ratios, enhanc-
ing precision in detecting objects with varying scales and shapes [22]. YOLO v7, while
slightly underperforming YOLO v3 in precision rate (1.01% lower) and recall rate (1.46%
lower), excelled in other critical metrics. YOLO v7 improved its F1score by 4%, mAP@0.5
by 25.82%, and frames per second (FPS) by 48%, due to its use of multi-scale feature fusion
and attention mechanisms. These enhancements allow YOLO v7 to effectively capture
detailed information and process data more efficiently.

Figure 8 shows partial detection results of Chinese cabbage and weed datasets using
Faster R-CNN, YOLO v3, and YOLO v7. Chinese cabbages identified by the model are
selected in the blue box. The orange box selects part of the identified weeds. The selected
part of the black rectangle box is the result of incorrect identification; that is, the Chinese
cabbages are identified as weeds or the weeds are identified as Chinese cabbages. The
red rectangular box is selected as an unidentified weed or Chinese cabbage. As shown
in Figure 8, Faster R-CNN has the least false recognition and unrecognized cases in the
process of object detection among the three models, followed by YOLO v3 and YOLO
v7. This is consistent with the results of the above comparative experiment. In addition,
unrecognized weeds or Chinese cabbages appear in YOLO v3 and YOLO v7, indicating
that there is still room for optimization in target detection. YOLO v7 is an improvement
on YOLO v3 and has advantages in the processing speed that the YOLO v3 does not have,
while there is a small difference in precision rate between YOLO v7 and YOLO v3. The
overall performance of YOLO v7 is better than that of YOLO v3. Therefore, YOLO v7 was
selected for improvement in recognizing Chinese cabbages. Meanwhile, compared with
Faster R-CNN and YOLO v7, Faster R-CNN has an excellent precision rate (73.61%) since
it is a region-based convolutional neural network. Faster R-CNN is mainly composed of
the RPN and the full connection layer for object detection. The RPN is used to generate
candidate target boxes, and the full connection layer is used to classify and regress these
candidate boxes [22]. Therefore, the advantages of Faster R-CNN can be combined into
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YOLO v7, which is manifested in the decoupling head design of the original YOLO v7 by
using Faster R-CNN.
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Figure 8. Partial detection results of Chinese cabbage and weed datasets using Faster R-CNN, YOLO
v3, and YOLO v7. Faster R-CNN has the least false recognition and unrecognized images in the
process of object detection among the three types of models, followed by YOLO v3 and YOLO v7.

3.2. Ablation Experiment

The ablation experiments, as illustrated in Figure 9, demonstrate a marked improve-
ment in the overall performance of YOLO v7-b compared to its predecessor, YOLO v7-a.
The key enhancement in YOLO v7-b is the introduction of the decoupled head, which led
to significant performance gains. Specifically, YOLO v7-b shows a 15.9% improvement
in precision rate over YOLO v7-a [53]. This improvement is largely due to the decoupled
head structure, which allows for more flexible processing of different scales and semantic
information, thereby enhancing multi-scale feature fusion capability. This flexibility enables
more accurate pixel-level predictions, directly contributing to the increased precision rate.
In addition to precision rate, other performance metrics also saw notable improvements
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with YOLO v7-b. The F1score increased by 1%, the recall rate by 0.7%, and mAP@0.5 by
0.5% [54]. The decoupled head integrates feature information from various scales and adds
branches at different levels of the backbone network, which enhances the segmentation
ability for multi-scale targets and improves the recall rate [55]. This multi-scale target
detection and improved segmentation accuracy also contribute to the higher mAP@0.5.
The F1score of YOLO v7-b is 1% higher than that of YOLO v7-a. The decoupled heads
better retain details and edge information, leading to improved segmentation accuracy [56].
Moreover, YOLO v7-b achieves a superior balance between model efficiency and inference
accuracy compared to YOLO v7-a, making it more precise in identifying Chinese cabbages
and weeds. In summary, the decoupled head significantly enhances YOLO v7’s physical-
level accuracy and enables parallel processing at the network level. These enhancements
make YOLO v7-b more efficient and accurate in identifying Chinese cabbages and weeds,
affirming its superiority over YOLO v7-a [42].
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Figure 9. Ablation experiment results based on the radar map. YOLO v7-d, incorporating both
the decoupled head and BiFormer attention mechanism, achieves the highest scores across various
metrics including precision rate, recall rate, mAP@0.5, F1score, FPS, and radar area, with values of
91.3%, 83.4%, 82.0%, 84.3%, 60%, and 15.269 × 10−7, respectively.

The ablation experiments presented in Figure 9 demonstrate that both YOLO v7-b and
YOLO v7-c outperform YOLO v7-a, with significant enhancements in various performance
metrics. YOLO v7-b, with its decoupled head, improves the precision rate by 15.9%, recall
rate by 0.7%, F1score by 1%, and mAP@0.5 by 0.5%, due to its enhanced multi-scale feature
fusion and segmentation capabilities [31]. Similarly, YOLO v7-c, which incorporates the
BiFormer attention mechanism, achieves improvements of 12.2% in the precision rate,
2% in recall rate, 2% in F1score, and 1.4% in mAP@0.5 [31]. The BiFormer mechanism
enhances the model’s focus on crucial features of small targets like weeds and leverages
a pyramid network structure to better capture multi-scale target features [46]. These
advancements enable YOLO v7-c to more accurately identify and detect Chinese cabbages
and weeds, demonstrating the effectiveness of integrating attention mechanisms and
advanced structural designs in improving object detection performance [57].

Figure 9 shows the ablation experiment results based on a radar map. YOLO v7-d, which
integrates both the decoupled head and BiFormer attention mechanism, achieves the highest
scores across various metrics including precision rate (91.3%), recall rate (83.4%), mAP@0.5
(82.0%), F1score (84.3%), FPS (60%), and radar area (15.269 × 10−7). Figure 10 displays partial
detection results of Chinese cabbage and weed datasets using YOLO v7-a, YOLO v7-b, YOLO
v7-c, and YOLO v7-d. The color box meanings in Figure 10 are consistent with those in
Section 3.1. As shown, YOLO v7-d significantly improved the accuracy of identifying Chinese
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cabbages and weeds compared with YOLO v7-a, with no identification errors or unrecognized
cases in YOLO v7-d.
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v7-b, YOLO v7-c, and YOLO v7-d. Compared with YOLO v7-a, YOLO v7-d achieves the greatest
improvement in precision rate, recall rate, F1socre, mAP@0.5, and radar area, with improvements of
3%, 19.8%, 2.8%, 2.5%, and 0.744 × 10−7, respectively.

The ablation experiments, as shown in Figure 9, highlight the advancements made
with different modifications to YOLO v7. Modifying the decoupled head alone increased
the precision rate by 15.9%, while adding the BiFormer attention mechanism alone in-
creased it by 12.2%. However, neither adjustment alone achieved optimal performance.
By integrating both the decoupled head structure and BiFormer attention mechanism,
YOLO v7-d achieved substantial improvements: the precision rate increased by 19.8%,
F1score by 3%, recall rate by 2.8%, and mAP@0.5 by 2.5%. Although YOLO v7-d’s FPS is
lower compared to other models, it still operates effectively in real-time. The combination
of these enhancements ensures high accuracy in detecting Chinese cabbages and weeds,
providing a balanced trade-off between accuracy and speed. Consequently, YOLO v7-d
is well-suited for real-time applications where precise object detection is critical, offering
superior performance across key metrics despite a slight reduction in processing speed [58].

The improvements are attributed to two key aspects: firstly, decoupling the head
enhances the detection ability for small targets, which typically have lower resolution and
less key feature information, making them challenging for models to detect and identify
correctly [59]. YOLO v7-d, with decoupled heads, can better focus on Chinese cabbage and
weeds of different sizes, thereby improving detection the precision and recall rate for small
targets (YOLO v7-a and YOLO v7-d). Secondly, the BiFormer attention mechanism helps
YOLO v7-d better understand global information and context, improving the recognition
precision rate for Chinese cabbage and weed detection [21]. In object detection tasks,
global information and the context around the target are crucial for accurate location and
classification. The BiFormer attention mechanism helps the model capture this information
more effectively, allowing for more accurate environmental and contextual understanding
and more confident predictions (YOLO v7-c and YOLO v7-d) [60]. As demonstrated in
Figures 9 and 10, coupling the decoupled head and the BiFormer attention mechanism
allows them to complement each other, further enhancing overall performance. This
combination optimizes feature representation and learning ability, making the model
more efficient in object detection tasks. This coupling leverages the advantages of both
components, improving the model’s performance in various complex scenarios. It also
simplifies the model structure, reducing complexity and improving training and reasoning
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efficiency [21]. Thus, coupling the decoupled head and the BiFormer attention mechanism
leads to better overall performance.

3.3. The Results of the Chinese Cabbage Seedling Belt-Fitting Algorithm (CCSBFA)

Based on YOLO v7-d, the identified Chinese cabbages were fitted to provide the basis
for the autonomous navigation of agricultural machines. In this paper, the CCSBFA is
compared with the existing fitting algorithm, mainly including the Hough transform and
linear regression. The fitting algorithms’ accuracy was evaluated using 300 random images,
and the results are presented in Figure 11. The identification rate of the CCSB proposed in this
paper is 94.2%, with a deviation angle accuracy of 95%. In comparison, the Hough transform
and linear regression achieved an accuracy of 78.0% and 73.2% for the CCSB, respectively. At
the same time, the deviation angle accuracy was 79.2% and 75.6%, respectively. The Hough
transform has a good fitting effect for specific shapes such as lines and circles and is suitable
for fitting problems with definite geometric features [61]. The linear regression algorithm is
simple, intuitive, fast, and suitable for real-time fitting and large-scale data processing [58]. It
also has a good fitting effect for data with obvious linear relationships, but a poor fitting effect
for data with non-linear or complex shapes. However, CCSB recognition needs to consider
the morphology and characteristics of the Chinese cabbages in the images, which is different
from the Hough transform and linear regression. Specifically, the morphology of Chinese
cabbage is complex and varied, and the features are irregular [15]. The Hough transform
and linear regression make it difficult to accurately locate and identify the location of the
CCSB. In addition, the characteristics of Chinese cabbage seedlings include leaf color and
texture differences. These features need to be analyzed and identified by more complex image
processing and machine learning algorithms. As a result, the recognition accuracy of the
proposed algorithm is an average of 18.6% higher than that of the two algorithms, with a
deviation angle accuracy that is 17.6% higher, on average. When the deviation angle was small
(less than 5◦), the fitting effect was good, and it could be applied to agricultural machinery
navigation [62]. Consequently, the algorithm exhibited superior performance in identifying
the CCSB and demonstrates significant advantages in deviation accuracy over the Hough
transform and linear regression.
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accuracy. Figure 11 presents a comparison of various algorithms’ performance in identifying the
Chinese cabbage seedling belt (CCSB). The algorithm proposed in this paper achieves the highest
identification rate (94.2%) and deviation angle accuracy (95.0%) among the evaluated algorithms,
surpassing the Hough transform and linear regression.
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Figure 12 shows that after target detection and recognition of YOLO v7-d, three fitting
algorithms were used to fit the identified CCSB. Among them, the artificially labeled
line, Hough transform fitting line, linear regression fitting line, and CCSB fitting line are
represented by black, blue, green, and red colors, respectively. As shown in Figure 12, the
red line and the black line almost coincide, while the blue line and the green line have a
large deviation from the black line, of which the blue line and the black line have the largest
deviation. This shows that the Hough transform and linear regression are significantly
affected by the central point of Chinese cabbages. The fitting results are not significant
(as shown in the yellow ellipse in Figure 12). At the same time, due to the large distance
between Chinese cabbages, the Hough transform and linear regression make mistakes in
the fitting process of the next Chinese cabbage, resulting in a large fitting error of the CCSB.
However, the CCSBFA accurately describes the spatial distribution of Chinese cabbages,
effectively reflecting the CCSB information and its agreement with the actual data. In
addition, the high CCSB recognition rate and deviation angle accuracy also indicate that
the CCSBFA has a high accuracy for CCSB detection [63]. This has important implications
for the full automation of Chinese cabbage cultivation that relies on an accurate CCSBFA.
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Figure 12. The results of the Chinese cabbage seedling belt-fitting algorithm (CCSBFA). Three images
(92nd, 2582nd, and 4257nd) were randomly selected for mapping in this paper. The red line, the
black line, the blue line, and the green line represent the algorithm presented in this paper, the
manually labeled Chinese cabbage seedling belt (CCSB), the results of linear regression, and the
Hough transform results of the CCSBFA, respectively. The red line and the black line are nearly
coincident, while the blue line and the green line deviate significantly from the black line, with the
blue line showing the largest deviation from the black line.
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4. Conclusions

This study aimed to enhance the precision and efficiency of Chinese cabbage (Brassica
pekinensis Rupr.) and weed detection in agricultural fields by comparing three advanced
object detection algorithms: Faster R-CNN, YOLO v3, and YOLO v7. Faster R-CNN was
selected for its decoupled design and integrated processes, contributing to a higher pre-
cision rate. YOLO v3 and YOLO v7 were chosen for their real-time capabilities, having
demonstrated success in corn and wheat weed identification. This comparative evaluation
assessed their performance and practical application in Chinese cabbage fields. YOLO v7,
an improvement over YOLO v3, offers better overall performance and processing speed.
However, Faster R-CNN excels in precision rate due to its region-based convolutional
neural network architecture. The decoupled head design of YOLO v7, combined with
the precision advantages of Faster R-CNN, addresses the challenges of leaf occlusion and
smaller weeds in Chinese cabbage identification. Furthermore, the BiFormer attention
mechanism enhances the network structure to solve the issue of overlapping leaves, en-
abling effective and precise image recognition. Our research introduced an innovative
recognition algorithm that integrates YOLO v7 with a decoupled head and BiFormer at-
tention mechanism to improve the precision rate and mean average precision (mAP) in
Chinese cabbage seedling belt (CCSB) recognition. Experimental results demonstrated
the superior performance of the improved YOLO v7, achieving a maximum mAP@0.5 of
84.3%, surpassing the performance of other models like Faster R-CNN, YOLO v3, and
the original YOLO v7. This enhancement has significant implications for automating and
improving the efficiency of Chinese cabbage farming operations. Additionally, this study
proposed a novel Chinese cabbage seedling belt-fitting algorithm (CCSBFA), which was
compared to the Hough transform and linear regression. The CCSBFA algorithm achieved
an 18.6% higher recognition accuracy and a 17.6% higher deviation angle accuracy, on
average, compared to the other methods. The CCSBFA effectively addresses the limitations
of traditional algorithms, enabling precise CCSB fitting.

In summary, the recognition algorithm based on YOLO v7, combined with a decoupled
head and BiFormer attention mechanism, offers an accurate and efficient solution for
recognizing Chinese cabbages and weeds. This accurate identification and fitting of CCSB
supports intelligent weeding, reduces the reliance on chemical herbicides, and improves
the quality and safety of agricultural products. This research contributes to computer vision
and agricultural technology, providing valuable insights and paving the way for further
advancements in crop monitoring and guidance systems.
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